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Identifying Oppression in Marriages

by DARBY STRICKLAND

When I think about the problems in troubled marriages, this quotation
comes to mind.
Things are not always what they seem;
the first appearance deceives many;
the intelligence of a few perceives what has been carefully hidden.1
So often what we see before us belies what is concealed beneath.
Counseling Denise and Dan seemed like it was going to be sorting
through typical marital issues. Denise identified her anxiety as the presenting problem. She expressed concern with her own anger and being snappy
with their three young children. Dan reported that he was unhappy with
Denise because she nagged him all the time, stating, “She always has a list
of chores for me to do!”
But as I pressed in deeper, underlying complexities began to emerge.
When I asked Dan how he feels about Denise bringing up her concerns
he said, “I don’t bother to listen to her. She is always anxious about something.” This answer caused me to probe further into how they resolve conflict. It quickly became clear that issues don’t get resolved or talked about. Dis1
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agreements end with Dan going to sleep or playing on his phone. It seemed that
Dan had a pattern of neglecting Denise’s concerns and wellbeing. When I asked
what a typical evening together looks like, it became clear that while Denise is
tending to the children and the house, Dan remains disengaged from her. But
then at bedtime, he desires physical intimacy.
In the next session, I met with Denise alone. She told me she is worried
that she is hurting her husband by not meeting his sexual needs. Dan desires
sex every night and Denise simply does not have the interest or energy to comply, so she wants help with improving her desire for physical intimacy. Again,
this does not sound overly concerning. But while exploring the guilt she feels
about it, she discloses that Dan accuses her of making him vulnerable to the use
of pornography. This concerned me, so I probed further.
Wondering how Dan communicates his desire for sex, I learn that he will
often wake her up in the middle of the night imploring her to perform her
“wifely duty.” When I asked, “What does Dan do when you do not give in?”
Denise revealed that he will spend the next few days ignoring her and verbally
attacking the children. Sensing that Dan’s response is punitive, I asked, “Has
he ever hurt you physically when he is upset?” Denise responded that when he
gets really frustrated he punches her in the back while she is lying next to him
in bed. But she does not blame him for hitting her. She feels responsible for his
frustration because she turned him down yet again.
My closer and careful examination had exposed troubling dynamics. This
was not a straightforward marriage problem, as it first seemed to be. When Denise does not meet Dan’s desires, he becomes punishing and harsh. Even more
disconcerting is that they are on their fourth marriage counselor and no one has
previously unearthed Dan’s punitive behaviors. Unfortunately, it is common
for counselors, pastors, and other helpers to fail to identify abusive behaviors
in a marriage. One reason for this is that the prevalence of such abuses2 is
2

An important side note about terminology: Abuse can be a tricky, loaded word. Depending on whom you speak with, it will carry diﬀerent meanings and interpretations. The word
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vastly underestimated. We do not ask questions about things we do not think
are happening.
It helps to know the statistics.
• 25% of marriages are considered abusive.3
• 24% of women and 13% of men report experiencing severe physical
violence from an intimate partner.4
• 50% of the men who frequently assault their wives also frequently
abuse their children.5
• Forced sex or sexual assault occurs in 40-45% of battering relationships.6
Shockingly, the prevalence of abuse is the same within the church, and, yes,
even within the evangelical church. Justin and Lindsey Holcomb highlight the
pervasiveness with this illustration:
In a church of 400 people (with 160 adult women and 20
teenage girls) 20 women would be currently experiencing
physical abuse. And if you factor in emotional or verbal
abuse, 80 women would be currently suﬀering. 60 men
would have assaulted their partner at one time or another.7
These statistics should change our thinking about the prevalence of abuse
in our communities.
Because it is likely that there are active abusers in our pews and counseling oﬃces, we need to be able to look beyond appearances and know
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